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Disconnect to Increase Happiness
Has the constant pull of technology become
a source of stress or anxiety? It can be a
challenge to set reasonable boundaries with
smart devices. It’s tempting to want to check
the latest social media updates or zone out
with your favorite TV show. But research
shows that online surfing doesn’t improve
happiness—it can actually deplete it. Help
your family spend less time virtually and more
time enjoying real life.
While technology has many benefits, there are always
tradeoffs. Having a device constantly within reach
is causing people to form habits that are borderline
obsessive. Here are some of the consequences of
being online around the clock:
Sleep Deprivation: People are losing sleep by
delaying bedtime in favor of screen time. A study
from the Lighting Research Center shows that
“a two-hour exposure to electronic devices with
self-luminous ‘backlit’ displays causes melatonin
suppression, which might lead to delayed bedtimes,
especially in teens.”1

The Fear of Missing Out: FOMO is widely
recognized as a source of anxiety. As Dr. John Grohol,
the founder of the online mental health resource
PsychCentral asks: “Count how many times you check
your email or smartphone for messages, texts, status
updates, etc. in a day. 10? 100? 1,000 or more? You
may be surprised. Technology that we’re at one
with and that promotes social balance and harmony
wouldn’t require such obsessive checking behavior,
would it?”2
Social Media Envy: Scrolling through the highlight
reel of our friends’ experiences can cause feelings
of insecurity and unhappiness. A peer review of
existing studies in the journal Current Opinion in
Psychology “show that (especially passive) Facebook
use predicts different measures of social comparison
as well as envy.” The research even found that there
is a positive association between Facebook use and
negative outcomes such as depression.3
Addictive Behavior: The brain’s reward center
can equate online activity with pleasure, leaving
users unable to tear themselves away and start
exhibiting behaviors that mirror those with chemical
dependence. Researchers from the Chinese Academy
of Sciences conducted “a study of brain scans of
internet-addicted people [that] found that white
matter abnormalities in the orbit-frontal cortex
appear much the way they do in scans of people with
substance abuse issues.”4

Living IRL (In the Real World)
Picture what an ideal evening or perfect weekend looks like to your family—does
an image of everyone with their noses buried in a device come to mind? Probably
not. You want a meaningful life where you and your family have time to:
• Read books, color, craft, and play games
• Be more active
• Pursue hands-on hobbies and projects
• Connect over family meals
• Enjoy the outdoors more
• Sleep with fewer interruptions
There are many ways to manually unplug from online. You can block incoming
calls on your smart speakers, disable voice purchases, turn off the camera, mute
the microphone, and silence app notifications5. The problem is that you have to
go through these steps on each and every device you own. That’s a pain.

Off Hours™ allows you to set boundaries with your
smart devices. The system schedules how often
your home network is connected, empowering you
to make disconnecting from the internet part of
your daily routine.
Meals, homework time, family time,
and sleeping become Off Hours™
automatically or with a simple
button push on the smartphone app
or the Off Hours™ appliance.
The system ensures the network is available in the
morning, powers down when you are away at work
or school, and then powers up when you return.
With customizable scheduling, you decide when
your home is Off Hours™.

You can also exercise self-control by downloading tools like StayFocused,
SelfControl, or Freedom that limit how often you browse on social media sites.
There’s even an app called Moment that tracks how much time you spend using
devices. Of course, these apps are only useful if you truly commit to changing
your habits.
An article in Psychology Today argues that “we habitually waste time, creating
the illusion of busyness.”6 We feel pulled to our devices constantly, even though
there’s rarely anything so important that it can’t wait for a few hours. There are so
many better ways to spend our precious time and energy.
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